Phase-sensitive fluorescence spectroscopy: a new method to resolve fluorescence lifetimes or emission spectra of components in a mixture of fluorophores.
A novel phase fluorometric method is described which permits direct recording of individual emission spectra from a mixture of two fluorescent compounds. Additionally, the lifetimes of each component may be determined by examination of the phase-sensitive fluorescence spectra. The method utilizes phase-sensitive detection of the sinusoidally modulated emission from a phase fluorometer. Resolution of the individual emission spectra in the mixture requires different fluorescence lifetimes for each component. Determination of the individual lifetimes requires knowledge of the steady-state emission spectra of the components. Use of low-frequency (approximately equal to 10(6) Hz) cross-correlated signals eliminates the need for high-frequency (approximately equal to 10(6) HZ) phase-sensitive detection. A mixture of 2-p-toluidinyl-6-naphthalenesulfonic acid (TNS) and 6-propionyl-2-(dimethylamino)naphthalene (PRODAN) was used to demonstrate the possibility of phase resolution of fluorophore mixture and to confirm theoretical predictions. A mixture of dibenzo[a,h]anthracene and dibenzo[c,g]carbazole was used to demonstrate that phase resolution is possible for spectra which overlap strongly and which are highly structured. In addition, the possibility of using phase-sensitive emission spectra for the resolution of excited-state reactions was demonstrated with anthracene and its diethylaniline exciplex. From a sample whose steady-state emission displayed both components we directly recorded the emission spectrum of anthracene monomer and the exciplex. For all these samples the dependence of the individual intensities on the phase angle of the detector agreed precisely with that expected on the basis of the individual fluorescence lifetimes. The detector phase angles chosen for suppression of each component in the mixture also agreed with the measured lifetimes. Thus, phase-sensitive fluorescence spectra can reveal individual spectral distributions or lifetimes. This method will be useful in the analysis of heterogeneous fluorescence emissions which frequently occur from proteins, membranes and other biological samples.